
 

 
 

Boat Use Policy 2014 

The West Australian Rowing Club is committed to providing rowing opportunities that match skill level and 

member goals. We recognise a balance must be struck between providing access to elite-level equipment 

and protecting the longevity of that equipment. The WARC Boat Use Policy allows for the Captain will re-

evaluate the ranking of boats as required, which is the purpose of this document. 

You can read the entire Boat Use Policy here: http://www.warowingclub.org/boat-use 

The three categories are:  

 Unrestricted: For use by any rower in the Learn To Row program and above 

 General: General use, for the use of any rower with a minimum of two competitive seasons training 

experience of sufficient standard; may be used by crews with less experience under the supervision 

of a coach 

 Restricted: Restricted use, to be used by athletes of a high level of proficiency with the aim of being 

competitive in B-grade level of State competition or above, or senior club members with more than 

five years rowing at a high level. Requires the permission of the Captain, or in their absence vice 

captains in all cases. 

Boat allocations: Boat allocation on ordinary training days is the responsibility of the coach, in line with 

this policy. Members wishing to row outside an allocated training session in a club boat must notify the 

club Captain, or in their absence vice-captain, a minimum of 24 hours prior to training. 

Boat weight: A crew below a specified average weight may row a boat under the specified average weight 

set for the boat if there is not a more appropriate boat available (eg a 70kg crew in an 80kg boat). A crew 

may not exceed the specified average weight set for a boat by 10 or more kilograms (eg an 80kg crew in a 

70kg boat). 

Boat care: 

Boat care is critically important in a salt water environment. Boats must be hosed-out inside and out 

after a session, with care taken to clear away all salt water and river scum from the cockpit and gates.  

Best practice is to clean a boat with a vinegar solution, time providing. If a boat is removed from the 

shed it is to cleaned thoroughly upon return, after regattas this will take place at unloading. 
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1X 

Caine Holdsworth - 100kg - Restricted 

Kaadar -70kg – Restricted 

Tursiops Aduncus  - 75Kg - Restricted  

Macropus Rufus - 100kg - General 

The Brigid - 70kg-90kg - unrestricted 

The Beverly - 75kg-90kg - unrestricted 

Barnardius - 70kg-80kg - General 

Leucas - 80kg-100kg - General 

Ekaterina - 75kg - General 

Olaf - 95kg - General 

 

2-/X 

Alex Jolly - 80kg – Restricted 

Marie Limb - 72.5kg - General 

Susanne Guy – 70Kg – Restricted 

Trent Damon – 90KG - Restricted 

Tim James - 90kg - Restricted 

Clem Williams - 100kg - General 

 

2X 

John Vos - 90kg - unrestricted 

Deb Mason - 80kg - unrestricted 

 

4-/4X 

The Usual Suspects - 95kg - Restricted 

The Moose - 100kg - General 

Hannah Vermeersch - 70kg - Restricted 

Keith Gamble - 90kg - unrestricted 

Charles Somerset - 80kg - General 

Alan Salisbury - 80kg - Novice 

 

4+/4X+ 

Slippery When Wet - 90kg - General 

3 Sisters - 75kg - General 

Milton Frances – 95kg - Novice 

The Grumpies – 65-95kg - Novice 

The Originals – 65-95kg - Novice 

 

8+ 

Bill Irvine - 85kg - General 

Maali - 75kg - Restricted 

I’Zingari XIX - 80kg - unrestricted 

Alan Salisbury- 85kg – Restricted 

Note: 

All training outside squad times must be 

reported to the captain. This it to help 

prevent conflicts regarding equipment, 

trouble-shoot damage issues ahead of 

time and help make sure more people 

get out on the water, more often. 

 

It is NOT OK to take club equipment 

without informing the captain.  

Nick is on 0410 294 505 or 

captain@warowingclub.org  

mailto:captain@warowingclub.org

